
AAC in the Community
Always Available Everywhere



Communication happens 
everywhere, so we need to take 

our AAC everywhere! 



When going places 
within your 
community 

remember to

TAKE IT!!

Talk about going
Always Available
Keep modeling
Encourage language

Inspire others!
Teach others!



Talk about going

Use the AAC to talk about where you are going!  

1. Think about core words you could use that will help in 
that location. 

2. Familiarize yourself with how to navigate to the 
appropriate fringe folder!  



Just like at home, your child needs to have easy access 
to their AAC system. 

1. Your child needs opportunities for learning through comments, choices and 
open ended questions.

2. They also need opportunities to use different AAC options! Practice using 
picture fringe boards and paper core boards before heading out!  

Always available



Modeling using your child’s AAC system is still critical as 
they learn to communicate using their language system! 

1. Practice modeling comments and thoughts about the place you will 
be going!  

2. You can model using their device with other people in that setting!

Keep Modeling! 



Modeling using your child’s AAC system is still critical as 
they learn to communicate using their language system! 

1. Practice modeling comments and thoughts about the place you will 
be going!  (I like books, I do not like jellyfish. The seahorse is over 
here)

2.

Encourage language! 



Choose joy and design activities that will inspire your child to communicate! 

1. Be mindful to choose activities that support your AAC users and 
inspire others to communicate with your AAC users! 

2. Have a plan to communicate with others how your child 
communicates and to share with them important information, such 
as not asking questions without giving adequate time to respond! 

Inspire, Don’t require! Inspire others!  



By teaching others about AAC, we become agents of change!

1. The more others see our AAC, the more expected it will become! 

2. As people learn to “Speak AAC to Teach AAC” they become additional 
communication partners, making our AAC users feel valued and 
respected! 

Teach others!  



Grocery Store



Grocery Store

● If you take a trip to the grocery store with your child and bring your child’s 
AAC device, there are ways you can work in using the device and talking 
with your child to your grocery store run. 

● Before going with your child in a grocery store, create a shopping list of 
ingredients for their lunch or dinner that day.  Then, you can walk through 
the store searching for the items and using the AAC device to label and 
describe each ingredient.  

● Have your child be in charge of the grocery list. Once the child has found 
the ingredient, they can identify the item and cross it off their list! 

● When you get to the store, you can walk through the aisles and the produce 
section and have your child label some of the foods that he or she likes. 
Then once they start showing interest in those foods or drinks, you can 
have them request those items or describe the items on their device. 



Library
Going to the library is an excellent 
place to use AAC!  Not only are there 
wonderful books to talk about, but 
you can practice using the volume 
buttons and a “soft” voice! 



Park/Playground

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXoq6gNDaj0


Restaurant

Make sure that 
your child’s 

favorite foods and 
places to eat are 
easily accessible 

in their food pages 
and places pages! 

https://fb.watch/ksCE0yHJH4/


Going on a Walk

What would you say on a walk 
near your house? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6T23t3nWYpE


Going on a Walk
● Take a walk outside. Notice all the things that are changing in different 

seasons. What animals do you see? Are the trees changing? Comment on the 
world around you.

●  Bring a digital camera with you so children can take photos of things that interest 
them to share with  family members. And you can take other photos to print to 
create a scavenger hunt for children the next time you take the same walk.

● Play “I spy with my little eye” from your window and help children learn to give 
clues about what they spied.

●  Model using all five senses. You might say, “I’m seeing the big clouds,” “I’m 
touching the wet grass,” “I’m hearing the jets of an airplane,” or “I’m smelling the 
fallen pine tree needles.” It’s not safe to taste many things outdoors, but you can 
“taste” the air.

●  Carry along an inexpensive magnifying glass so children can get up close and 
personal with nature. Many smartphones have a magnifier app.



Summer Time is almost here! What do you say in the water? 



Water friendly AAC



AAC and Water
Communication can be accessible in the pool, at the beach,
 and even at home in the bathtub! 

● Use a heat-sealing laminator: be sure to cut out your printed board first so there is enough 
plastic sealed together on all sides-run it through twice to be sure it is sealed, or even 
double laminate it! 

● Attach your waterproof board to your beach chair or bag, the pool/shower wall or a pool 
ladder.

● Wrap your waterproof board around pool noodles or 2L soda bottles and attach with 
rubber bands, glue or waterproof Gorilla tape-even regular duct tape or packing tape will 
hold for a while. Smaller boards can be attached to the sides of a milk jug. 

● Attach your waterproof board with glue to a piece of foam, a kickboard or a gardening knee 
board-laminated boards actually stick fairly well to a wet board without even being 
attached. 

● If you have a big plastic jar, like a pretzel barrel, attach a regular printed board on the 
inside and close it tightly.



Things to Consider: Preparing to Go to New Places
● Take a video tour of the specific location. If the new location doesn’t have an online 

video tour, suggest that they create one or, if you’re feeling ambitious, create your 
own.

● Create a visual schedule or picture checklist for the visit. 

● Consider the rules and expected behaviors of the new place and make a plan for 
those.

● In some cases, this may mean some advanced preparation with the AAC user, such 
as being aware of loudness levels when speaking and/or practicing quiet voices. 

● Ensure that the AAC user has access to appropriate communication strategies and 
vocabulary for the visit to a new place. 



When going out, everyone needs to be responsible for the AAC!

You can also assign someone to be the AAC monitor! Their job is to:

● Make sure it’s always available

● Monitor battery usage (Don’t forget your charging cord!)

● Help the AAC user choose the best form of communication for the situation! 

● Make sure it leaves the location



Where will you take your AAC?



Access to AAC

● In the community, the AAC needs to be easily and readily available. 

● Make sure the child’s AAC is in an area that they can access it (i.e. in 
the car, at the store, on vacation).

● Sometimes electronic AAC devices can malfunction or are not 
available. If that happens, have a paper back up available. 

● Make sure the AAC device is charged each day. When using an 
electronic device, having a designated charging area helps to locate a 
device and to establish a routine for the whole family.

● When going out, everyone needs to be responsible for the AAC!


